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Definitions

Acceptable Score
A score from an authorized format of play which meets all the provisions set out
within the Rules of Handicapping (see Rule 2 ).

Definitions

Adjusted Gross Score
A player’s gross score, including any penalty strokes, adjusted for when:

 The player exceeds their maximum hole score,

 A hole is not played, or

 A hole is started but the player does not hole out.

(See Rule 3.)

Authorized Association
An entity that is authorized, in accordance with the structure set out by the United
States Golf Association (USGA) and R&A Rules Limited (The R&A), to implement and
administer the Rules of Handicapping within its jurisdiction and to carry out the
responsibilities as delegated to it by the authority through which it is authorized.
Such an entity must be a Multi- National, National or Regional Association,
Federation or Union.

Authorized Format of Play
A format of play eligible for handicap purposes, as determined by the Authorized
Association where the round is played (see Rule 2.1a).

Bogey Player
A player with a Handicap Index of approximately 20.0 for men and approximately
24.0 for women.
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Cap
The procedure that reduces or limits the amount by which a player’s Handicap
Index can increase when measured against the player’s Low Handicap Index. There
are two trigger points within the cap procedure:

 Soft cap – the point after which there is a reduction in the rate of upward
movement of a Handicap Index.

 Hard cap – the point which sets the maximum limit for the upward movement
of a Handicap Index.

(See Rule 5.8.)

Certification of Score

Course Handicap
The number of handicap strokes a player receives, before handicap allowances

,
from a specific set of tees as determined by the Slope Rating and the difference
between Course Rating and par (see Rule 6.1).

Course Rating
An indication of the difficulty of a golf course for the scratch player under normal
course and weather conditions (see Appendix G).

Exceptional Score
A Score Differential which is at least 7.0 strokes better than the player’s Handicap
Index at the time the round was played (see Rule 5.9).

General Play
When an organized competition is not being contested and golfers are playing:

 A casual round; or

 Competitively, but not in an event organized by a Committee.

Definitions

The verification of a player’s score. This MUST be evidenced by a marker’s 

physical signature or electronic certification.

(See Rule 4.4.)
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Handicap Review
A procedure carried out by the Handicap Committee to determine if the Handicap
Index of any member who has designated that golf club as their home club needs to
be adjusted (see Rule 7.1a and Appendix D).

Hard Cap (see Cap)

Home Club
A player’s primary golf club designated by the player to ensure their Handicap
Index is managed in accordance with the Rules of Handicapping.

Definitions

Jurisdiction
The geographic territory in which an Authorized Association administers the Rules
of Handicapping.

Low Handicap Index
The lowest Handicap Index achieved by a player during the 365- day period (one
year) preceding the day on which the most recent score on their scoring record was
played (see Rule 5.7).

Member
An individual who joins a golf club in a manner determined by club policy, which
allows the player to obtain a Handicap Index.

Net Double Bogey
A score equal to the par of a hole plus two strokes and adjusted for any handicap
strokes applied on that hole. A net double bogey is a player’s maximum hole score
for handicap purposes (see Rule 3.1).

Net Par
A score equal to the par of a hole adjusted for any handicap strokes applied on that
hole (see Rule 3.2).
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Par
The score that a scratch player would generally be expected to achieve on a hole
under normal course and weather conditions, allowing for two strokes on the
putting green (see Appendix F). The Authorized Association or, at the discretion of
the National Association, the golf club is responsible for adjudicating par (see
Appendix A).

Definitions

Penalty Score
A score posted at the discretion of the Handicap Committee for a player who does
not submit an acceptable score when required (see Rule 7.1b).

Playing Conditions Calculation (PCC)
The statistical calculation that determines if conditions on a day of play differed
from normal playing conditions to the extent that they significantly impacted
players’ performance.  Examples of conditions that could impact players’
performance include:

 Course conditions,

 Weather conditions, and

 Course set- up.

(See Rule 5.6.)

Playing Handicap
The Course Handicap adjusted for any handicap allowances or Terms of the
Competition. It represents the actual number of strokes the player gives or
receives for the round being played (see Rule 6.2).

Rules of Golf
The Rules of Golf as approved by the United States Golf Association (“USGA”) and
R&A Rules Limited (“The R&A”), including any Model Local Rules
the Committee adopts for the competition or the golf course. For the purpose of
the Rules of Handicapping, all general references to the Rules of Golf should also be
considered to cover the “Modified Rules of Golf for Players with Disabilities”.















Rule 1

 Submit acceptable scores for handicap purposes as soon as possible after
the round is completed and before midnight local time,

 Submit acceptable scores to provide reasonable evidence of their
demonstrated ability,

 Play by the Rules of Golf, and

 Certify the scores of fellow players.

(ii) Golf Club/Handicap Committee

 A golf club is affiliated to its Authorized Association and is responsible for
ensuring the Handicap Index of those members who have designated it to
be their home club is administered in accordance with the requirements of
the Rules of Handicapping.

 A Handicap Committee is established by a golf club and is responsible for
ensuring compliance with the golf club’s specified obligations and
responsibilities under the Rules of Handicapping.

 Where a National Association administers and manages a player’s
Handicap Index directly, the National Association assumes the
responsibilities of a golf club.
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(iii) National Association

 An authorized National Association has the exclusive rights to implement
and administer the World Handicap System within its jurisdiction,
including the issuance of a Handicap Index.

 A National Association has specific responsibilities within the World
Handicap System and may be delegated additional obligations by a Multi-
National Association.

 An authorized National Association may delegate some of its
responsibilities to a Regional Golf Association or a golf club.

(iv) The USGA and The R&A

 Together, the USGA and The R&A are responsible for writing and
interpreting the Rules of Handicapping and the Course Rating System.

 The USGA and The R&A are the joint governing authorities of the World
Handicap System and are responsible for authorizing the use of the World
Handicap System.

The full rights and responsibilities of each key stakeholder are outlined in Appendix
A.
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with

or

Index,
for:

1.4 How to Obtain a Handicap Index

1.4a Joining a Golf Club

In order to obtain a Handicap Index that can be administered in accordance
the Rules of Handicapping, a player must be:

 A member of a golf club that is affiliated with an Authorized Association,

 A direct member of an Authorized Association which has assumed the
responsibility of a golf club (see Rule 1.3(ii)).

By returning a score for the purpose of obtaining or maintaining a Handicap
the player acknowledges that the use of their scoring record will be available

 Peer review purposes (See Rule 4.4),

 Issuance of a Handicap Index, and

 Administration and research purposes.

Rule 1.4a Interpretations:

1.4a/1 – Whether a Professional Golfer Can Obtain a Handicap Index

A professional golfer may obtain a Handicap Index, provided they meet all of the
player responsibilities within the Rules of Handicapping.



Rule 1

1.4b Designating a Home Club

A player must designate one golf club as their home club, to be responsible for
maintaining their Handicap Index.

But all golf clubs that a player is a member of can share information with the home
club, which may lead to the home club making an adjustment to the player’s
Handicap Index.

When a player is a member of more than one golf club, the player must ensure
each golf club knows the details of:

 Which other golf clubs they are a member of, and

 Which golf club they have designated as their home club.

Rule 1.4b Interpretations:

1.4b/1 – Criteria to be Used When Designating a Home Club

Rule 1.4b requires a player who is a member of more than one golf club to
designate one golf club as their home club.

A player should decide which golf club to designate as their home club based on
one or more of the following criteria:

 Proximity to primary residence,

 Frequency of play, and/or

 The golf club where they submit most of their acceptable scores.

Should a player’s primary residence change on a regular basis such that different
golf clubs satisfy the above criteria at different times of the year, the player should
consider changing their home club accordingly.

Players must not designate a home club for the purpose of obtaining a Handicap
Index that could give them an unfair advantage.

1.4b/2 – Player Changes Designation of Home Club

When a player changes the designation of their home club for any reason, they
must inform all golf clubs of which they are a member and provide the new home
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RULE

2
Scores Acceptable for
Handicap Purposes

Principle of the Rule:
The scores a player submits for handicap purposes are at the core of the
calculation of their Handicap Index.

Rule 2 covers the conditions a score must satisfy for it to be acceptable for
handicap purposes, providing confidence that it will produce reasonable
evidence of the player’s ability and, ultimately, a Handicap Index that is
reflective of demonstrated ability.

2.1 Acceptability of Scores

A score is acceptable for handicap purposes if the round has been played:

 In an authorized format of play (see Rule 2.1a) over at least the minimum
number of holes required for either a 9- hole or an 18- hole score to be
acceptable (see Rule 2.2),

 In the company of at least one other person, who may also act as a marker
(subject to satisfying any other requirements of the Rules of Golf),

 By the Rules of Golf (see Rule 2.1b),

 On a golf course with a current Course Rating and Slope Rating, where length
and normal playing difficulty is maintained at a consistent level (see Appendix
G),

In addition, the player’s score must always be certified in accordance with the Rules
of Handicapping (see Rule 4.4).

If one or more of the requirements set out above is not met, the score is not
acceptable for handicap purposes.
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4.5 Number of Scores Required for Initial Handicap
Index

To obtain an initial Handicap Index, a player must submit acceptable scores from a
minimum of 54 holes.






























































































































































